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Introduction
So you want to work at an Investment Bank…





Investment Banks provide many different services
Main focus for Duke students: Investment Banking, Sales & Trading, Research
We’ll look at how each division would touch the Family Dollar acquisition
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What are Mergers & Acquisitions?


M&A: Buying, selling, dividing, and combining of different companies







Often a path to growth
Deals are inherently complex and laden with risk

Sell-Side M&A Deals
Buy-Side M&A Deals
“Friendly Transaction” vs “Hostile Takeover”

Merger


Two firms agree to go forward as a
single new company rather than remain
separately owned and operated




Acquisition




Often among two similarly-sized firms

Consolidation: An entirely new company
is formed

Generic term used to describe a transfer of
ownership from one company to another




“Target” company sometimes ceases to exist
“Buyer’s” stock continues to be traded

An acquisition may occur without a merger




Buyer simply purchases the stock or assets of
target (possibly a majority share)
Acquired company remains a separate entity
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Successful M&A Deals
Mergers
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Breakdown
Questions to Consider


Synergies:








Does combining our companies make strategic sense?
What can we do together that we could not do separately?

How much should we pay (or be paid)?
Which company should be the buyer, and which the seller (in an acquisition involving two
companies of similar size and market value)?
What kind of financing can be obtained?



How much control will a financing third party want?
How will this transaction affect our balance sheet?

Advantages






Better management and technical skills
Economies of scale and scope that can
reduce cost, improve quality, and increase
output
Diversification of company’s products
Increase spending for R&D

Disadvantages







Reduction in competition in the industry
leading to higher prices
Less choice for the consumer
Diseconomies of scale can result if the
new firm is too large to manage
Job loss
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Business Overview
Rise of the Dollar Store Industry




$56 billion industry
43% increase from 1998
More dollar stores than drug stores
nationwide
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Acquisition Timeline
Starting in 2011, Family Dollar has been the target of buyouts and activist investors. However, the
buyout talks heated up in June 2014, leading to two competing bids.
2011: Nelson Peltz, activist
investor of Trian Fund
Management, bids
unsuccessfully for Family
Dollar. Even though he does
not own it, he remains a
large shareholder.

June 19, 2014: Icahn urges the Family
Dollar Board of Directors to put itself
for sale immediately or else he will ask
shareholders directly to throw out the
Board.

June 6, 2014: Carl Icahn, activist
investor, discloses a 9.39%
stake, with an average price of
$58.60/share in Family Dollar
and hopes to “discuss strategic
alternatives”.

2011

July 28, 2014: Dollar Tree bids
$8.5 billion ($74.50/share) for
Family Dollar.

June 2014

August 18, 2014: Dollar
General counters with a $8.9
billion($78.50/share) offer. Deal
rejected.

July-August 2014

September 2, 2014: Dollar
General increases its bid up
to $9.1 billion($80/share)
and warns of hostile action
if offer is rejected.

September 4, 2014: Carl Icahn
sells his stake in Family Dollar
making a $200 million profit.

September 5, 2014: Family Dollar
rejects Dollar General’s newest
offer.

September 2014
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Deal Breakdown
Dollar Tree’s Offer





$74.50/share $8.5B
$59.60 cash + $14.90 in Dollar Tree stocks
Levine, son of the founder of Family Dollar,
would remain onboard
Willing to divest unlimited stores*

Dollar General’s Initial Offer





$78.50/share $8.9B
All cash
Divest 700 stores
Family Dollar rejected the offer citing it
won’t be approved by regulators

Dollar General’s Second Offer








$80/ share $9.1B
All cash
Divest 1500 stores
Will pay $305M breakup fee & $500M if deal is
rejected by FTC
Rejected by Family Dollar citing antitrust laws
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Investment Bank’s Role in Family Dollar Acquisition


Coverage Group (Often referred to as the Industry Group)



Specialize in a certain industry but work on a variety of deals
Maintain relationships with large companies




In the Family Dollar acquisition the coverage group would be the division who would
most likely have pitched the idea to the company.

Product Group



Specializes in a certain type of financial product or a certain type of deal
Areas of interest include (Debt, Restructuring, M&A, IPO’s, etc.)




In the case with Family Dollar since this is a M&A deal, the M&A product group would
help with creating a number of “Merger Models” or “Acquisition Models” in this type of
deal
They also help in the bidding process to determine what is a good deal in the long run
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Banks Advising Dollar Tree, Dollar General, and Family Dollar
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Sales & Trading
Sales





July 28:
$75.74

Develop relationship with clients (classic &
institutional)
Sell stocks and stock advice
Make money through the commission they
make on their trades

July 25:
$60.66

Traders






Facilitate the buying and selling of stocks,
bonds, and other securities such as currencies
Provide liquidity to the market
“Market makers”
Make money through “bid-ask spread”

Aug 18:
$64.14
Aug 15:
$57.46
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Research
What do they do?







Write research reports
Analyze public companies/debt
Equity vs. Credit Research
Research associate, junior/senior research analyst
Communicate with external clients (investors)
Personal reputation very important

How is Research involved in Acquisition?


Does almost nothing to contribute to the
merger
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Predictions
Acquisition by Dollar Tree







Hostile Takeover by Dollar General

Antitrust laws
Hostile takeover cost
Levine’s, CEO of Family Dollar, incentive to
accept
Carl Icahn sells everything and criticizes
Levine






FD Shareholders’ pressure on CEO
Combined Dollar General & Family Dollar
could be competitor against Wal-Mart
DG willing to give up 1500 stores or more

Our Prediction

Dollar General does not go through with its hostile takeover; Family Dollar
accepts a slightly sweetened deal from Dollar Tree.
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